The role of vertebrate models in understanding craniosynostosis.
Craniosynostosis (CS), the premature fusion of cranial sutures, is a relatively common pediatric anomaly, occurring in isolation or as part of a syndrome. A growing number of genes with pathologic mutations have been identified for syndromic and nonsyndromic CS. The study of human sutural material obtained post-operatively is not sufficient to understand the etiology of CS, for which animal models are indispensable. The similarity of the human and murine calvarial structure, our knowledge of mouse genetics and biology, and ability to manipulate the mouse genome make the mouse the most valuable model organism for CS research. A variety of mouse mutants are available that model specific human CS mutations or have CS phenotypes. These allow characterization of the biochemical and morphological events, often embryonic, which precede suture fusion. Other vertebrate organisms have less functional genetic utility than mice, but the rat, rabbit, chick, zebrafish, and frog provide alternative systems in which to validate or contrast molecular functions relevant to CS.